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Abstract - This paper presents the current status and results of a Reliability Based Maintenance (RBM) program in its fifth year of implementation on a global fleet of 25 power plants. The paper shares the best practices in monitoring fleet maintenance key performance indicators (KPIs) and how this process guides the maintenance strategy to take advantage of preventive and predictive maintenance technologies.

INTRODUCTION

The challenges for power plant owners to increase reliability and reduce cost have never been greater. As a result, many organizations are experimenting with numerous initiatives to meet these goals. Reliability Based Maintenance (RBM) is a proactive approach to helping power plants achieve better results of delivering the highest availability and reliability at the lowest cost.

To achieve this, RBM programs typically focus on reducing the effects of unplanned maintenance while at the same time managing the level of planned and predictive maintenance. To build an effective program, current routine preventive maintenance strategies must be evaluated within the context of a plant’s specific layout and operational profile, and then benchmarked against comparative fleet data to determine where the best opportunities exist.

Five years ago, the authors’ organization embarked upon a strategic initiative to develop and adopt a common maintenance philosophy throughout its fleet. The long term expected benefits of the program were established as follows:

- Improve safety through better planning
- Reduce risk to assets that can impact availability and reliability
- Extend plant availability and reliability
- Perform the right maintenance on the right equipment based on asset criticality
- Reduce O&M costs by eliminating unnecessary maintenance and extending maintenance intervals where possible
- Reduce/eliminate unplanned equipment failures
- Standardize the maintenance strategy across the fleet
- Reduce maintenance duration times
- Measure key performance indicators (KPIs) through fleet reporting
- Drive change through active, organization-wide engagement
- Understand failure modes and timing of events to proactively perform the right maintenance
- Improve contingency planning
- Better utilize advanced monitoring capabilities to continuously track asset performance

Once the business committed to developing an RBM program, the first step was to benchmark the fleet’s current status, followed by a series of projects designed to identify and quantify best practices. The results of each project were consolidated, memorialized and published into a document entitled “O&M Maintenance Playbook,” which outlines the requirements necessary for all existing and new facilities to achieve RBM, and includes reliability based maintenance guidelines intended for consistent implementation across the operating fleet. We are entering the Preventive Maintenance (PM) optimization phase now where we study KPIs and failure data to drive continuous improvement based on data to make sound decisions. Learning where to best utilize preventive and predictive maintenance helps diagnose problems before planned corrective work begins, thus avoiding unplanned repairs.
MANAGEMENT – ESTABLISHING THE MAINTENANCE VISION AND STRATEGY

Experience has shown that a successful RBM program implementation has demonstrated that management engagement, coupled with data standardization and maintenance standardization, form the foundation on which organizations can build a solid program. The below pyramid highlights the basic building blocks needed to form an effective program.

Leadership within the authors’ organization adopted this vision of Reliability Based Maintenance:

Reliability Based Maintenance is a method used to ensure plant assets perform as required. Establishing the most economical balance of corrective, preventive, and predictive maintenance activities to achieve environmental, health and safety compliance and desired plant operability is the overall vision of executing the RBM program throughout the fleet.

Top management must also provide the leadership needed to successfully execute the RBM initiative, followed by good communication and training throughout all levels of the organization.

STANDARDIZATION OF DATA

Standardization of data in the Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) is the first step toward gathering common elements for performance reporting. To complete this, an initial site survey of the 25 plants was made to determine the amount of variation. The study revealed significant variation in the CMMS configuration and data reporting. It was immediately evident that the CMMS was being utilized differently at each location, and standard reports were not available to measure maintenance performance.

MAINTENANCE STANDARDIZATION

To learn the maintenance tasks completed across the fleet, a site survey of the 25 plants was completed to learn what we do from site to site. We learned that we had variation and a common set of maintenance standards was needed to establish consistency, mitigate risk, improve plant operability and maximize site revenue streams.

In order to focus on the most critical plant assets, all 25 plants completed a Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), a grading process that ranked equipment by: Process severity, repair time, probability of failure, ability to detect failure, and repair cost. The resulting Risk Priority Numbers
(RPN) scores were used to identify which critical assets would become the focus to develop and implement the organization’s maintenance standards.

The published guidelines are intended to ensure that all operating sites perform the right activities on the right equipment at the right intervals with some degree of variation allowed, based on experience and data. Site maintenance activities are subject to routine audits to validate compliance and exceptions.

**MAINTENANCE EXCELLENCE and RELIABILITY BASED MAINTENANCE (RBM)**

*Using Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), and how this process guides the maintenance strategy to take advantage of preventive and predictive maintenance technologies.*

Once the initiative was embraced throughout all levels of the organization, the next step was to determine what KPIs offered the best information to achieve the level of direction needed to make the best decisions to ensure plant assets perform as required, and achieve the desired level of availability and reliability.

The organization set a goal of expanding proactive maintenance and reducing corrective maintenance or unplanned work at the following levels.

- Preventive (PM) – 42%
- Predictive (PdM) – 42%
- Corrective (CM) – 16%

Establishing clear and repeatable data gathering and reporting processes enables an organization to:

- Create a baseline of current maintenance performance
- Evaluate plant performance relative to the fleet
- Measure improvement outcomes over time

This, in turn, allows better cost and resource management by providing a quantifiable look at the percentage of work performed and cost of the work as it relates to proactive and reactive maintenance. Further, knowing how much Preventive (PM), Predictive (PdM) and Corrective (CM) work is performed, and studying failure data from CM work orders, helps shed light on where improvement opportunities exist.

Evaluating failure data from corrective maintenance work orders provides the information necessary to search for improvement opportunities. Understanding why assets fail is essential to learning what predictive maintenance tools can be used to identify failures in their incipient stages so that actions can be taken to extend asset life or better plan for corrective action.
The P-F Curve helps demonstrate what tools are available and when they can be used to detect problems. Learning what components are failing before they fail allows planning and time to obtain parts and services that are required to complete the work. The main goal is not to reach life in the reactive mode as unplanned work following failure(s) is inconvenient, more time consuming, more expensive and many times additional components can break.

The next item to consider is time to repair. Using predictive maintenance tools to understand what component is failing allows procurement of parts and services to correct what's wrong. Not knowing can increase downtime by having to order and obtain additional components, pay to expedite parts and paying top dollar for any services needed. Just as when visiting a doctor and learning what is wrong before surgery is essential, you can increase the chances of a successful and healthy outcome.

If the unplanned maintenance event is associated with a critical asset, the event becomes more costly when you add loss of revenue. Most times, loss of revenue far exceeds the parts and services required to repair and return the asset to its desired state.

What's in a maintenance interval? The advantage of using all the predictive maintenance tools available is to understand what components are failing so you can minimize preparation and/or delay and remove waiting and/or delay from the maintenance downtime.

Another study performed at the end of 2013 revealed that when we increased proactive work (PM’s and PdM’s) the resulting Corrective work (CM’s) decreased by count and cost.
This comparison may be simple, but it has a huge effect on the overall performance of a plant. Please note that loss of revenue is not incorporated into this comparison, just cost of repair (labor, materials and services). Loss of revenue is much more substantial when availability and reliability are impacted from unplanned events.

### SUMMARY

The author’s organization is now completing its fifth year of Reliability Based Maintenance. Once the foundation was established, support at all levels, expert advice, persistence and communication were critical to driving change.

In its simplest definition, RBM is an analytical process made possible through standardized maintenance and reporting, and it is used to continuously advance the maintenance strategy. Using basic KPIs and Reliability, Availability, Maintainability (RAM) data collected over many years helps to shape the continuous improvement process, with the ultimate goal being to achieve the vision of a “world-class” maintenance initiative.

Maintenance standardization sets the course for ensuring all sites are consistently performing maintenance activities on critical plant equipment. This is necessary to improve the accuracy of RBM reporting and failure modeling. With these building blocks in place, opportunities for maintenance advancements can be identified, implemented and measured… enabling an organization to reap the benefits of a Reliability Based Maintenance program.

Improving preventive and predictive maintenance technologies is key to continuously evolving the program. Analyzing KPIs and failure data helps lead us to make the right decisions on critical assets, and tasks that impact work orders by count (labor) and costs to the overall project.

These are just a few indications of how the Reliability Based Maintenance Program is changing plant maintenance for the better. As the author’s organization continues to execute the initiative, additional data will become available to solidify the positive results that are beginning to evolve. The process takes time and tenacity to realize the full benefits of RBM.